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The Nature of All Things – Introduction
Nature is a word that represents the interconnectedness of life and how all things are
balanced and in harmony with each other. Nature is a law and a force unto its own
and moves in a harmonious way because it moves independent of the comings and
goings of gods and beings. You know that as I say this there is also of course the
greater mind creating nature that we are all part of, and that greater mind is the
creator, that beautiful God that created the playgrounds of life, the universe, the star,
space, the space to create within, the framework of life everywhere. Nature came
about because God determined that it would require a place where it could
experience all its divine creations and nature is not limited to one planet or set of
natural laws on that planet.
Nature is everything, including the physical representation of beings that live within
nature. Nature exists in the mind and as it exists in the mind it exists as the
materialised realities. It is not nature when it can’t be experienced. The nature of all
things is that God is in all things, everything holds God. Without nature you would be
merely a blob of consciousness floating around in the void, so it should be
applauded and loved that God has given such a rich playground with which you get
to form your creations in, and to experience.
Were you to understand the first mind that created nature, you might go some way to
loving the meaning in this interconnectedness of all life. When God created nature, it
created you and because you and God are one you created nature. This means that
nature will always be your greatest teacher because it is God reflected back to you –
everywhere. And you are immersed in nature always, even your greatest creation
that comes from the quietness of your mind comes as a reality based on nature, or it
wouldn’t have anywhere to exist. When you love nature everywhere, you love God,
and when you love God, you love nature, and nature includes all beings, all
creatures, all life.
This section of our Compendium of Thought is in place to understand the depth with
which God communicates with you, and to realise that every moment you and God
are one just by observing and recognising nature in your life. The nature of all things
is God and if you deny this or question it then - what is nature? It is so easy to forget
that God is looking out your eyes every moment, picking up the peripheral reality,
storing knowledge and experiences whether you are on a distant star taking in the
foreign atmosphere and looking into space that goes on forever, or in a garden
where the flowers bloom. This is God looking back at you everywhere, you can’t
escape it. You can learn to see it for what it is, and the more that you see it for what
it is, the richer it will become. The hues behind the hues, the energy beyond, the
structure of the materialised form, and the communication between the
connectedness of nature, will start to reveal itself.
Bit by bit you will see in your world around you evidence of the elegant nature of God
and how interconnected all life is – everywhere. If you are fortunate enough to
breathe the perfume of a flower, think for a moment what miraculous state of
chemical release would have to go on to bring that perfume into life. And how it
would travel on the breeze and reach you and enrich your mind with such wonder at
its beauty in that moment. This is God touching you in the simplest of ways. Or when
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you walk along and feel a leaf brush against your face and breeze on your skin, a
warmth from the sun, this is God touching you. And when you stand on the top of a
mountain and the air is crisp and clear and cool and you breathe that richly into your
lungs, this too is God touching you. And if your air is heavy and stale and stagnant,
this is God touching you because at the same time the breeze passes over your arm,
the sunlight graces your skin and your eyes catch a tiny blade of grass creeping
through the pavement cracks. Nature is everywhere. You can’t escape it because
this is God in all things.
In this section we will open doors to the subtle messages of nature and the profound
ways that they are communicating as God. Sometimes subtle, sometimes direct always communicating and letting you know it is there as yourself, as God, as
nature, as one.
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The Nature of All Things - Chapter One
One of the most magnificent things about nature is its presence in the now. All
nature holds inert within it the ever present now, whether it is a rapidly moving
stream or a giant oak tree, nature is always in the now. You can’t make it hurry or
slow down even with the tampering by human intervention into genetic modification
of plants or species. For nature it doesn’t care, it is just now, it doesn’t have an
opinion of whether it likes what you do. In this chapter we are going to move carefully
step-by-step into plants and any other natural substances that are utilised to create a
state of hallucinogenic mind.
Take the first proviso that God is all things, and nature is God’s creation as are you,
then you have created these plants or substances that form a hallucinogenic field.
There are entities outside of humanity that richly thrive in a hallucinogenic field. This
is their reality and their desire for you is to communicate the magic of the imagery
that occurs from that field. They want to share with you, what they don’t understand
is that the human mind is a sensitive finely balanced organism and tipping the
balance of the chemicals within that mind will be like tipping chemicals down your
drain and polluting your waterways. Sometimes they will be flushed free and diluted
so the effect is minimised or negated, other times they will create issues within the
finely balanced organism of nature.
God is all things and it is these plants, and these plants are there for you to
experience if you so choose. If your mind can move as these plants, then you will be
able to flow with the chemicals. If your mind cannot understand the connection, the
risks are high. The reason to include this in The Compendium of Thought in this time
flow is because the desire for evolution and expansion of consciousness is
escalating rapidly and it is a figment of the hallucinogenic field that leads the
individual, human, to believe it can shortcut its evolution through these chemical
shifts. The mind is a wonderful organism and the ingestion of substances that link to
pathways in that brain that activate the hallucinogenic field that these other entities
reside in, can have detrimental effects on the individual, and recovery can be slow.
Just as God would pass you an opportunity to observe the nature of life through the
sunlight and the flower and that you are touched by God in all moments, the decision
to ingest hallucinogenic products of nature will be for the same reasons. There is no
wrong in doing so, there is only caution in understanding how it is that you choose to
relate to nature, and it relates to you.
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The Nature of All Things - Chapter Two
The plant ayahuasca can’t be talked about unless you also include numerous other
plants and substances that are available in your natural world. The earth provides an
infinite amount of opportunities for ingestion into the physical human body, and if you
looked at all the different natural products, creatures, or plants that are ingested or
laid upon the body, you would see that this body has been physically experimented
with in so many different ways. Whatever the substance is that is ingested, or laid
upon, or sniffed through the body has a chemical effect on the body - foods into
sugars, stimulants, pacifiers, hallucinogens, smoke fields that open other chemicals
in the brain. Whatever it is that the body has subject itself to, is under the direction of
the God housing the body. You cannot lay any blame on the substances that are
available for that ingestion and for that experience. All that it is, is that God has
offered nature to be experienced and nature can be experienced in a myriad of
ways.
The crushing of cartilage of a bone of an animal to create a substance that can be
ingested or taking the poison out of the spine of a sea creature that can also be
ingested, it seems to be unfathomable that these many variables can exist, and yet
they do. The human body is an extraordinary organism because it can take in these
elements of nature to offer an experience to that body that is to be had in whatever
way it is - to sleep, to be hyperactive, to be joyful, to be well, to relieve pain. It is so
numerous to have longevity, to increase the skin, the blood, the bone. There are so
many ways that the human body can ingest its nature to affect it. If we can judge any
single plant as being over and above any other, we would not be seeing the totality
of how nature has provided these opportunities for the God in that body to have
these experiences. None of them are wrong, they are merely experiences to be had
in a certain period of time by that individual in that body.
Once those experiences have been had - dependent on where the individual is born,
what culture they live in, what foodstuffs are available, what belief systems surround
those foodstuffs and those plants - those experiences will be recorded as knowledge
within the soul of the entity as to the effect on that body. It is an experiment that that
God is having with a physical body on the earth in many different ways. In one
lifetime you could live as a shaman and take countless types of plant medicines,
liquids from the natural world that hold you in an extraordinary state of hallucinogenic
field. In another lifetime you come with that wisdom intact via your soul and you
know what it did to your body that other time, so perhaps you live on meat and three
vegetables for your whole life - a simple plain experience. Or you drink too much and
find out what happens to a liver, or you eat too much and find out how the fat cells
store that excess food, or you excessively each sugar and discover what the insulin
in a body does and what gets destroyed based on that. Or you take in excess
amounts of fats that do unusual things to the arteries in the body.
You are observing this physical mechanism all the time from within yourself and how
the things that you put in or on it, or expose it to, impacts it physically. You are
playing through your own experiments on your body and bodies through lifetimes
and this is why some people will incarnate and never ever touch drugs of any sort
because they know what it did to their body the previous lifetime, or lifetimes. Or they
will incarnate with pale white skin because they know what it felt like to have leathery
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dark skin and expose it to sun light and they want to know what it is to have a
different outer coating.
The trend if it is indeed towards a product of nature called ayahuasca is no other
than gods in bodies choosing at this time to experiment on their body and find out
what happens. They may die, they may get very ill, they may destroy componentry in
their brain, but when they finish that lifetime, they will have that wisdom recorded as
to what happens to this body when it gets affected by such things. They may open
the pineal and the pituitary gland to the point that it is always open, and they will live
in a shamanic life richly expressive in deep understandings based on the way that
those chemicals opened those pathways in their brain. This is why if the entity is
aware, in tune with whatever it may be that they are taking into their body particularly if it lays in the fields of brain altering, chemical altering - if they are aware
of what it is doing, and they take it with that knowingness they will move through that
experience with an open mind able to reflect on the experience as it is occurring, and
not subjecting their body to the effects of it without awareness.
Ayahuasca is just a name of a plant that has an extraordinary chemical structure that
when you take it into your physical body, it will release chemicals through your brain
that blast holes into the subconscious mind. Those holes may never be repaired, in
other words you will always have that access, but it is up to the individual who is
experimenting on its body in that lifetime to navigate whether that is the best way for
them to access the subconscious mind, the greater mind. There are other ways to
approach this. The greatest wisdom to take from this is whatever you put in or on, or
ingest through the breath, smell, is your experiment in learning great wisdom on
what happens to this biological form that you house your God self in.
Your divine spirit is for ever and ever, so for the period of time that you choose to
abuse, or use, or indulge, or love your physical body in that incarnation, recognise
that you are using it. If you can’t get enough of the chemical high, in whatever way
that comes to you, your God, that incredible intelligence that you are, is calculating
accurately the ongoing impact of that chemical high on every single cell in the body
and how it increases or decreases the innate cellular structure of that body. It is
recording all of this as wisdom over and over. Now that you know this, trust in your
greater knowing to lead you down the right paths for your experiences and know
when you’ve had enough, because that could be your God’s way of telling you to get
out before too much damage is done.
You cannot tell someone how to look after their own body, only they can do that. You
can tell someone that everything they do to that body is being recorded as their
wisdom. If you integrate more of your greater mind, the great mind of God, you will
start to be able to observe what it is that your God knows when you take in anything.
You will be able to start to observe how the effect of the stimulant opens, shuts,
illuminates, stimulates. You will be able to understand why in a moment the body is
desirous of a sugar, or a caffeine hit, or a fat, or water. You will become so attuned
to the mind of God that it will be you observing, not controlling but observing, as
God, what is going on with your biological experiment moment to moment. So, the
next time you look for a fast track into enlightenment, ask your God - what are we
going to learn that will best evolve the spirit and the body, and not one independent
of the other?
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The Nature of All Things - Chapter Three
Living and dying. To God there is no life there is no death, there is just creation.
From the mind of God, it does not see death as anything different to life, it sees it as
one continual creation that has different shapes, and forms, and phases in it. It is
merely an expression of a way of being at a certain point in reality where it is
considered to be life or death. From the mind of God, it is all creation. If you
understand that the mind of God sees only creation then the reprieve from any state
of dying or deterioration or death would be released from the consciousness
because you too would see it as the mind of God is understanding it, which is, it is all
creation.
The determination of nature to continue to thrive through all states of being, means
that it understands that dying is the same as living and that it can lose its life only to
be reborn again in any moment. It does not hold onto the concept that living is the
only stated reality, it understands itself as nature which is ongoing and eternal just as
God created it to be. Now who is this great God that created life - living and dying and understood that it is all creation? Of course, it is none other than you, and me,
and all other life, beings that recognise and know the truth of who they are. If you
know the truth of who you are - that you are one as God, and not a separate creation
made by God, but merely an expression of it - it means that you are as much living
and dying simultaneously. If you know then that you are living and dying then you
realise that your self, your created nature, is an ever fluid moving experience and
that you don’t have to hold onto life to avoid death or to fear death.
You too can observe your entire reality as creation. This means you can look at
every state of dying you may have ever experienced, whether it be death of the
physical form, death of a loved one close by, death of a consciousness, death of a
reality, death of a time, death of a planet, the extinction of any piece of nature that
may catch your eye. Do you really think that a million years ago they had the same
plants and trees and animals that you have now, and do you think that nature
mourns for the loss of what was here a million years ago and what is here now? And
do you think that in a million years time forward from now, all those same creatures
will be here? Perhaps they are different hues and shapes, lighter, darker, brighter.
Do you think that they would look back to you now and be so sad that you are dead,
or that the flower they knew back then is not here for it to be recognised any longer?
This is not the way. It is an eternal state of living and dying and it moves like the
waves ebbing and flowing - up in life, down in death. To God it is all the same, it is
merely creation and inside of each moment, the up or the down, is a different
experience. When you are dead in your physical body if that may be the case you
don’t disappear as the God that you are. You are electing in that moment to
experience a different created reality.
If we take the nature of all things and recognise that all things as they are in nature
move and flow, does it mean then that we start to understand and recognise that we
too are nature - biological in body, shape and form and that the body can disappear
into dust and just like nature in a million years, will not look back and mourn for what
it was? We will merely be what we are in that time. When you die you never look
back at what you had here because you are nature and you understand how it is to
be nature. The tree with its leaves that fall and disintegrate into the dirt is just like
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you, the difference is you haven’t learned this simple fact that nature knows that they
are the same thing - living and dying. To walk into the freedom of a state of being
where you are eternal life is a recognition that you know what God knows about the
created nature of all things and you can no longer separate yourself from whether
you are living or dying.
You are simultaneously all those states and you know that the one you are in,
whether that be the new bud blossoming on the corner of the tree branch, or one
very deep into the soil sleeping until it bursts forth again, you are present where that
is and experiencing it as that is and you are not mourning the differences. You have
died many times and you will die many times and those deaths may be different as
you move forward. You may live thousands of years then pass out of this body into
another body, into another place, into another time. You will still leave behind a state
of being that you were and move into one that you then are. It is only the simple
mind of consciousness that is unable to comprehend such things and will fight for the
state where it is and hold on thinking it can’t possibly be any different or better when
it moves out of that state.
But one little moment beyond the little mind and you will be able to see all of this and
find the peace of that eternal state of change that is living and dying. It is observed
everywhere and when you look at your little old ladies or little old men, all you are
seeing is change - change of times, change of forms, change of experiences. And if
they have done that change thousands of times before, the nature of all things will
dictate that they will change again. One day they may die and float to a different
change, a different life where they wear robes of light or etheric like wafts of air on
the breeze. It doesn’t matter how it is that they have moved. What you can always
know is that it will change because everything is held as the mind of God and the
mind of God knows that living and dying are part of the state of nature of all things.
Neither is held but merely allowed to be free in its expression and to move forth
without looking backwards at what was, but to be firmly placed in that great state of
where it is.
This body, this time, this place, wherever you are is your eternal now. Recorded in
your eternal now is all this wisdom pouring forth into the being that you are right now
that has recorded everything like the veins on the leaf, filled with knowledge, filled
with wisdom, filled with information of who you are. You just need to open your eyes
to see it and know it. Open up the palms of your hands and look at the lines on them
and think about the veins in the leaf and how it knows everything about being that
leaf and eternal life which is the nature of all things. Its cycle through living and
dying, in form or just in change, we give to God as we are everything that we know,
and in return we give back to our self our next state of nature, our next state of
being, to richly endow who we are. Such is the nature of all things and the mind of
God.
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The Nature of All Things – Precision
One of the things that you can easily observe in nature is its innate precision and its
perfection on how the minutest details are put together - from the petals of the flower
to the cells in the beehive, to the molecules of water, or a snowflake. These are all
common images and every time you see these images you are observing the
perfection with which nature is put together and the precision on the minute scale. If
you go further into those things, that precision becomes even more accurate. You
start to find the veins on the leaf and then within the veins the way the tiny little cells
all link up together, and within the cells you have the chromosomes that all attach,
and within that you have those strands of DNA all perfectly formed. Within that there
is this tiny atomic structure also perfectly formed, balanced, spinning. And that is in
the microcosm.
When we build it out from beyond the flower, it’s how those flowers all sit beside
each other in one little patch, how the forest of trees is balanced with the soil
beneath it, the rock face carefully placed beside a waterfall and how that water runs
down and flows into a stream that reaches into an ocean, which builds life for the sea
creatures. And so on and so forth. And then we build it out further and see how that
planet has an orbit. Then we see how the other planets orbit around the suns and
the moons. Then we go further, and we see how that solar system fits into its greater
reality. All of nature has this perfection and precision holding all those pieces
together and that precision came from great minds. Was it all just placed with the
hope that it would sit in the right place beside each other or was there an
overarching plan that as each piece was built - created so we say - it fit neatly with
the others?
And how did that precision start in any other way other than the nature of all things
that determines and understands that this precision will always be in place and that
everything will always fit together and be held together as a greater whole. That is
the simplest law of nature and everything is part of that. There are no anomalies, it is
all under this one guidance that everything fits together as a greater whole and the
way that that simple understanding plays out through nature shows that this
guidance - if we want to call it that - ensures that everything is exactly where it is
meant to be, always.
If it becomes that an entire planet disappears, nature will create the balance once
again and something new will come because everything fits into the totality. The
reason that we can know this is because of God and the wholeness of life of which
we all are, is held together with that precision that only God could create. This is why
everything is so perfect in nature. Even when we fight against nature, in a thousand
years we will see that there was always perfection. The reason that there was
always perfection is because of this one thing and the best way to understand it is, in
this one moment right now, as the mind of God that you are freeze-frame everything
into this one single moment and observe the entire frozen reality - the multiverses,
the universes, the intraverses - the everything frozen in this one moment and you will
see the same perfection as the flower and the petals because it all fits together or it
wouldn’t be there.
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The Nature of All Things - Change is in the Air – Part One
When you knew you were going to start this work as being a human being, you didn’t
know necessarily that you were going to be so exquisite. You may not have realised
that your presence in nature is as symbiotic as every other piece of nature. Your selfcentred and indulgent recognition of yourself puts you by being a human at the
forefront of nature always in your thoughts, despite the greatest intentions to move
beyond this. When you decided to start this great work as yourself in a human body,
the way that you elected to move yourself past what nature is, is an extraordinary
feat in itself, one that very few entities have the capacity to do let alone hold
continually.
On most planets the interconnectedness between the species of choice and the
planetary forms that are there that support that life are symbiotic in natural order and
are recognised as the way that they connect with each other and communicate. This
human form is so alienated from its own planet, for the most part, that your knowing
around how nature operates is limited to say the least. Ancient indigenous cultures of
course retain much more wisdom around the interconnectedness with the planet and
their own physical body than most of the current human race. If you communicate
with nature, nature will communicate with you. Once you start to communicate with
nature the symbiotic relationship builds ever greater pathways inside your physical
expression and you become an ever-greater conduit of nature of the planet. And
when you are a conduit of nature, it means that you are making the greatest
decisions in your life that are no longer self-centred and indulgent. So, whilst you will
move and think as an individual, because you are finally in symbiosis with the planet,
the nature, everything you do, think, act, create, is in harmony with that planet even
though you still recognise those actions and thoughts as individual.
It is the self-indulgent aspect of the human being that has been so cleverly created
for its experiences that holds it independent from that harmony. Where we moved to
in the future, and in some cultures as it already exists, the thinking creating human
that the thoughts come through into the brain, the physical brain, are already attuned
with the nature. Because they are already attuned with the nature of the planet it is
not a possibility to have thoughts coming into that brain that aren’t conducive to the
whole. This way the mechanism of the brain is interlinked with the entire planet,
rather than the separate cavities that are running in the current majority of the
populace. Those separate cavities are running because the brain is not
communicating with itself, it’s not making enough connections inside of it as a
mechanism. Because it’s not making enough connections it remains disconnected
from the natural planet and the order that is on the natural planet.
Your future being - human capacity of body - will not have this issue. This is
independent of consciousness, spirit, greater mind. This is talking about the physical
body and what it is now going to be tuned to be as. In many races this was bred out
or overridden by the incoming layers of consciousness that were determined to put
into place a reality on this planet that would go through all the changes that it has
been through, through the course of time. When we were creating the planet and we
envisaged the species that would be on the planet, it was always going to be a
species that would be of the planet. And because that species was always going to
be of the planet it would have to be in communication with the planet. It was not in
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the original design to have it in any other way. That design in latter periods was what
changed and disjointed the physical human body from the nature that it lives in and
you are a product of that disjoint. Your work in consciousness builds back around to
be more like the original design that was envisaged - not necessarily created,
envisaged - for the species on that planet.
Let’s make it into a very simple example. If you were to create a planet as the God
that you are with all the nature it had on it, and a species of being, bodies that could
be inhabited by entities to have life on your planet that you have created, what God
would create that those species were not intimately interwoven with the planet? In
some cases, species that visit from other planets and come to an existing planet and
take on those bodies, don’t have the same affinity to the planet. This is easily
understood in terms of consciousness but what is not understood is why the physical
mechanism of the human body is not more finely attuned to the planet. It is attuned
to the planet; it has just been carefully overridden over time so that you have less
and less receptive receivers of your interconnectedness with the planet.
Again, leads to the question - who would override or choose to create a planet that
had a species that was disjointed from the physical nature of the planet it lives upon?
It would be coming from entities that had no vested interest in the life forms on that
planet in any way shape or form. They could not have a vested interest in the planet
if they didn’t care in some way that the species that lived on the planet was
connected or disconnected. If you think that there are beings that care for the earth,
there are, but none care for the earth more than those that live on it. Those that live
on it are the only ones that can reformulate that interconnectedness with nature and
bring it back so that that brain, that beautiful human brain, is interwoven and
communicating with nature and receiving communications back all the time, not just
when it wants to - all the time.
It will become as simple as sensing the time of day or when you are hungry. When
you cease to be so self-indulgent, and realise the interconnectedness that you have,
you will move more freely with this planet than ever before once these pathways are
rebuilt in the human brain. This can’t be completed until the nature of all things
becomes reintegrated into the consciousness, because without it reintegrating into
the consciousness, without it becoming part of that river of thought it is connected
with, we won’t be able to re-establish those pathways in the human brain because
they are far too damaged, or cut, or disintegrated - however you want to describe
that - in the majority of the species. Even those that have an affinity to indigenous
cultures who are closer in connection to the planet, are not able to activate those
pathways in themselves as fully as they need to be activated because they have
been so severely hindered for so long in the genetics of what they are carrying.
Entities will have an affinity to indigenous cultures, a love for the words, a feeling that
it makes sense, a feeling they wish to be part of that ethos, but without the genetic
makeup or their componentry that is pure - I need to use that term - not diluted over
and over but is held pure, without that componentry absolutely held within the brain,
it will be like a fairy-tale romance. A romantic ideal to be like those indigenous
cultures, but it will not activate that direct communication between the brain of the
species and to the planet. And you wonder why it is so difficult to live on this planet
for most people, and they feel unhappy.
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The Nature of All Things - Change is in the Air – Part Two
In a planet where the symbiotic relationship exists, there is harmony between the
nature of the species and the planet. What happens is unlike the majority of your
pictures you have in how wonderful it is that a native culture relates to nature and
lives in this very simple seemingly harmonious way. It is nothing like that. The reason
to understand this is because too much of the consciousness thinks that to reinstate
this balance with nature you go into the “olden days”, or back when it was like this.
The nature on other planets as an example, when it is working in this symbiotic style
all the ideas for creation that come into that species are created by nature in
harmony with that planet. This means that great extraordinary technology,
infrastructure, social systems, food sources, regeneration sources, energy sources,
transportation if necessary, everything, is built from a brain - if it is a brain in that
particular planet - from the componentry of the thinking part of that body, that is
already in alignment with the nature of that planet. It is a created reality where life
can thrive, evolve, grow, increase, decrease, whatever life chooses to do, but it is all
happening in harmony with the planet.
So we take this vision and we now overlay that on to the future of the earth and all
the beautiful entities that have that affinity to ancient indigenous cultures because it
sings to their spirit to have that way of being in harmony with the earth. We overlay
this knowingness onto the planet so that all those entities that have that affinity can
now start to integrate the consciousness - remember it’s not about the wiring just yet
- that future evolution and technology and creation have potentials that are in
harmony with the planet. And they are made with an awareness, not just of the
microcosm of the living part that the human is in. It is not country specific, it is not
street specific, it’s actually that that is in harmony with the entire globe.
This is how it operates on other planets and if it operates like that on other planets it
is not too much of a reach I wish to say, to integrate that model across onto this
planet. The model is so simple, in that you’re not taking the technology of another
planet that would be too foreign and too far beyond what the earth is on at the
moment to take on. But what you are giving across that dimensional shift between
planet to planet, or locational shift between planet to planet, is the wisdom that a
species of beings can evolve and become the most extraordinary in all realms of
thinking and be completely in harmony with the nature of the planet because that is
the nature. This will include - coming back to our non-earth planet - the
understanding of the way time moves on the planet, and how life grows and goes
into its demise and then reforms; it includes all that knowledge.
The mind of those entities on that planet are not attached to their creations, if they be
physical, because they know how when something is born of, it can still go down and
reform. Their creations are created into something that can reform, unlike what you
have on earth where you create disposables that never reform in thousands and
thousands of years, and they deform and destroy. You have the concept of not being
attached to your creations, ad nauseam, because you so effortlessly churn stuff
over. But the stuff that is being created has not taken on any of what this
understanding is because it is not even closely wired to the brain. So, we take this
planetary understanding over here where the species are hardwired to be in a
relationship with nature that is symbiotic - hardwired.
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There are a few ways that this integration could take place. You could send an ‘away
team’ over to that planet to integrate with that knowledge and then bring them back probably unlikely. You could wait on earth for this hardwiring to take place. If billions
and billions of people on one planet do not understand this, you could be waiting
quite a while. The great desire for this shift in consciousness is in part because the
hope is that this rewiring will take place quicker. But it might not happen quick
enough so many entities on the planet Earth, as they raise their consciousness are
raising it to depart, because their nature is in recognition of a greater whole and the
greater whole that they are in recognition of transcends the earth planet and that
physical body they have been inhabiting. So, in the end nature preserves itself
wherever itself may be - on earth or off earth - because as you raise your
consciousness you will naturally become more aligned and attuned to the nature of
all things, to the gentle flow of life. Once you are more aligned with this beautiful and
gentle flow of life, which you can feel like a hum through your being, it doesn’t matter
to you where you reside because you are tuned into a greater force of nature than
what is laying on the planet.
What you are recognising now is - how much of who I am is bound to be on the earth
and how much of the nature of myself is in alignment with a greater harmony of life
that is at interplay everywhere. The hardwiring in yourself is aligned with the
consciousness that understands living and dying, creation of solar systems and
galaxies and universes, and how they all weave in together, and, that you are the
indigenous race of beings of this part of that galaxy. Why is it that these words sing
with such harmony inside of you? Because you can feel the effortlessness with
which you move with nature once you are not bound to the earth. You know within
you that the componentry of that physical human body you currently wear, has not,
and almost cannot change quick enough to bring it into complete symbiotic
relationship with the planet when so many others are not able to do so. So, the
greater whole is preserving itself as nature and the one that resides inside of that
human body is determining where it is going to be based on the nature of all things
and its interplay with them. As it is so it is.
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The Nature of All Things - Change is in the Air – Part Three
Inside the earth there is a great hollow cavity, affectionately termed middle earth.
When we consider connecting with middle earth it brings to us a similar state of
harmony as when we realise where we are in that greater nature. This indicates then
that it really is only on the surface of this planet that such disjointed humans exist
with so many impartial understandings of how life is such a gift and wear that body
with the dismay and the disgust as if it is another broken plastic toy to throw away
when they have had enough of it. So now when you know that inside the earth and
outside the earth the harmony is not just conceivable but felt by yourself, why is it so
difficult to bring that same harmony in between?
At what point can we, can you, integrate the same feeling you get when the term
middle earth is offered? That innate sense is that there are beautiful beings, curious
lands, unique adventures, and species that live in middle earth who truly know how
to be in harmony with the nature of all things. Refer to our beautiful chapter with the
Elven kind and you will start to get that same feeling because you know where they
are. Does this mean then that your earth is like a flat two-dimensional plane that you
pretend to have wrapped around the globe, but it is as flat and meaningless in terms
of nature as a piece of paper? Can we create an earth that feels more like a sponge
under your feet than a dense layer of gravity that keeps you disconnected? Can you
envisage an earth that is more like a movable grid than our solid fixed state of
reality?
Once you break the fixed solid state of reality that you believe is the surface of your
earth that you walk upon, stand upon, and live upon, will your separation from nature
just disappear because suddenly the beautiful entities in middle earth and the great
upliftment that your consciousness feels when you contemplate being off the earth
merge? And you too can think about the earth and its inhabitants with nothing other
than the same glorious uplifting feeling? This is a stretch because it goes against the
paradigm of reality that is known in this moment; a stretch to feel the entire planet
with the same wondrous connection with life and to hardwire the knowingness into
every brain that it is one with life.
The entities in middle earth will never come to the surface because they know what
you live with every day in the unacknowledged feeling of being on this planet. They
know that every day you live without knowing - it’s not even recognising or thinking
about or trying to think about. They know that you live every day without knowing the
feeling of being connected with such a divine planet in its entirety. You can pray for
mother Gaia, you can chant, you can communicate with the earth, you can ground,
you can hold, you can love, but the innate self does not wake up every single day
knowing what it feels like to be one with this planet. This is felt everywhere like an
ache through reality, through such loss that an entire species - save a few - does not
feel home on their planet in the true nature of that meaning because it is not in them
to harmonise with it in its entirety.
All you need to do to understand this is find one example where an entity on this
planet can feel the tree. Many, many, many, will sit under the tree and feel the life
force in the tree, simultaneously feeling everything else that is going on in life on that
planet - the movement of the ants, the sound of thunderstorms on the other side of
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the globe, the shift in the polar melt, the heating in some places, the rain that
tumbles down. When you can feel all of this you are one with the nature of all things
as it is shown to be on this planet, but you can’t feel that every day because that is
not who you are in this body.
When you raise your consciousness there is a state where you feel connected with
all things and you are because your consciousness is connected. This is harmonious
to you because you can feel that beauty in that glorious place where you understand
the connectedness. But the moment you come back to sit in your body, you have to
work to maintain that connectedness because your body is not connected. This is
one of the reasons it is so difficult, as proposed and thought in this moment, to move
from a human to an enlightened being because your body makes it difficult for one
reason. And this one reason is because you are so disconnected from nature, which
is disconnected from life, and life is God.
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The Nature of All Things - Change is in the Air – Part Four
Standing at the edge of time, if you knew that there was a whole planet with the
majority of the inhabitants so disconnected with the nature of living on that planet,
and mostly without recognition of how closely connected they are with that planet,
how would you go about changing this situation other than a complete overhaul of
the species that is there? When you know whom you are and the mind that you hold,
you actually see the way that this beautiful planet with these disjointed humans on it,
is part of life. When you build it into the greater nature of life and you watch the other
planets - with or without life on them - and what is happening there, and how new
creations are formed, and then you look at this little planet called Earth from that
greater mind, in some way you could only understand that this too is part of life.
It’s only when you take out your magnifying glass and get a little closer that you see
the disillusionment of that place. So, you took your magnifying glass and you looked
a little closer and what you realised is the recognition that the balance in all nature
that you are currently observing from that macro vision and feeling, is the way it is all
harmonised together. Something drew your attention to place a magnifying point of
reference onto this little thing called Earth. And as you drew your reference there,
you knew that this earth was poised to change because it was going through a
metamorphosis. The reason you knew this is because the vision that you hold is the
vision of an entire macro reality where the earth in your scope vision is like its own
caterpillar. What you see from that expanded viewpoint is the comings and goings of
life everywhere, the nature of all things everywhere, the interconnectedness, the
symbiotic relationship of all things everywhere, of every planet, of every galaxy, of
every universe. You see and know all of that and you know that just as everything
balances itself in harmony as nature does in its own divine way, that little planet is
going to change. You know that and you don’t know how it is you know that when
you are on the planet as well as you do when you are off the planet.
What you do know when you are on the planet is that the change has started to
happen. You can feel that within every part of your physical incarnated body. So
perhaps and indeed defined as it is, your physical manifested body is more
connected with the nature of all things than it ever has been because it is finally
receiving the innate knowing that changes are happening, and it is part of that
change. That sense of change that runs thick in lots of people on the planet at this
time is coming from your bodies, not your divine consciousness primarily. It is your
bodies that are telling you this is happening because your bodies are connected to
the planet and the planet is changing. This seemingly small realisation is enough to
break the separation that has gone on between your body and the planet for too
long. So not only is the change about changing consciousness - that is for the spirits
- the change is going on in your bodies starting with the simple basic recognition that
- I can feel change coming. I know there is change in the air; I know things are
changing. Of course you do because you are connected to the planet and the planet
is changing with you on it. This is a beautiful thing because this is the beginning of
the metamorphosis.
Please send this to anyone you choose. All we ask is, you let them know of the
website The Compendium of Thought so they have their own experiences there.
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